
BALL AEROSPACE

BALL AEROSOL PACKAGING

BALL BEVERAGE PACKAGING

We’ve grown to 3 leading businesses:

“ We’ve enhanced the sustainability profile of 
our products and our operations, including 
the approval of our ambitious science-based 
greenhouse gas emission reduction target, 
substantial renewable energy deals in North 
America and Europe, greater responsible 
sourcing assurance through our ASI 
Certification in EMEA, and the introduction  
of our award-winning Ball Aluminum Cup™.”

 John Hayes, President and CEO, Ball Corporation

INNOVATION AND ACTION 
ON CLIMATE CHANGE, TRUE 
CIRCULARITY AND PEOPLE

We’ve been helping our customers 
reach their goals for 140 years…

SUSTAINABILITY SNAPSHOT



ABOUT BALL CORPORATION
Manufacturing facilities and operations 
serving customers in North & Central 
America, South America, Asia, Europe,  
the Middle East and Africa.
Headquartered in Broomfield, Colorado, USA. 
Listed on New York Stock Exchange, BLL.

AEROSOL 
PACKAGING

1.2bn cans 
produced 

AEROSPACE

GLOBAL 
BEVERAGE  

PACKAGING 
101.5bn cans 

produced

Beverage packaging:
Aluminum Beverage Cans 
Beverage Ends
Bottles & Cups
Aerosol packaging:
Aluminum Aerosol  
Cans & Slugs
Aerospace: 
Spacecraft & Space Science
Instruments & Sensors
Antennas
Technologies & Components 
Data Analytics/Exploitation 
Engineering
Services & Testing

OVERVIEW OF BALL BUSINESSES 2019
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INNOVATING WITH NEW PRODUCTSENABLING A TRULY  
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Infinitely recyclable, with no loss 
of quality, aluminum beverage 
packaging supports a truly 
circular economy.
We’re working to achieve a 100% recycling 
target by increasing recycling rates and 
developing infinitely recyclable products.

• Weight reduction
• Focus on carbon  

footprint
• Linear life cycle  

assessment

• Recyclability
• Recycled content
• Collection

• Truly recycled
• Re-design
• Circular life cycle  

assessment
• New business 

models

WHAT  
WE  

WANT

OLD  
THINKING

WHAT  
SOME  
WANT

In 2019, we launched the Ball 
Aluminum Cup™ at major 
sporting venues in the U.S., 
setting the stage for the cup’s 
retail launch in 2021.

We also introduced the Infinity 
Aluminum Bottle, a new, 
lightweight, reusable package for 
personal care, food and beverage.



LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)
Our 2020 peer-reviewed study has 
highlighted aluminum cans’ good 
performance against all the other 
beverage packaging types, especially in 
regions where the recycling rate is high.
See the full results here:  
www.ball.com/realcircularity

CIRCULARITY OF  
A BEVERAGE CAN

Aluminum cans are 
the world’s most 
recycled beverage 
container: 69%

Aluminum’s high 
value makes it a 
highly practical 
material to recycle

75% of the 
aluminum ever 
produced is still 
in use today

A can may be 
collected, recycled 
and back on the 
shelf in as little as 
60 days

Recycled 
aluminum uses 
95% less energy 
than virgin metal RECYCLING

SORTING

SHREDDING

RE-MELTING ROLLING

CAN MANUFACTURING

ALUMINUM 
RECYCLING

BEVERAGE CAN



LEADING THE INDUSTRY WITH  
SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION
In 2020, we became the first 
can maker to receive Aluminum 
Stewardship Initiative certification. 
This covers all 23 of our EMEA 
plants, ensuring that we are meeting 
high environmental and ethical 
standards in the sourcing, production 
and stewardship of aluminum. 

CONFIDENCE IN COATINGS
With our suppliers, we’ve 
developed a new generation 
of coatings that contain no 
intentionally added BPA,  
and are partnering with our 
customers to convert a  
significant portion of our business 
to these new formulations.

We are now seeking Cradle 
to Cradle™ material health 
certification for coatings we use, 
as well as other materials such 
as sealants and varnishes.

“As the most sustainable 
beverage packaging material, 
aluminum is a real-world 
solution to the challenges that 
our customers are facing.”

Kathleen Pitre, 
Chief Commercial & Sustainability Officer



CLIMATE CHANGE: APPROVED 
SCIENCE-BASED TARGETS
In 2020, we became the first can maker 
to have our GHG reduction plan approved 
by the Science Based Targets Initiative.

cut in GHG emissions 
across our value chain  
by 2030

16%

REDUCING EMISSIONS

In 2018 and 2019, we avoided 
over 16,000 metric tons of 
greenhouse gas emissions  
by optimizing the weight of 
our cans. 

16,000MT 
of GHG emissions avoided  
by can optimization

In 2018 and 2019 alone, energy 
efficiency improvements in our 
manufacturing sites avoided 
over 15,000 metric tons of 
greenhouse gas emissions.

15,000MT
of GHG emissions avoided  
by plant efficiencies

reduction in GHG  
emissions by 2030
In 2019, we set an ambitious 
new target of achieving a 
55% absolute reduction 
in greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from our own 
operations by 2030.

55%



SWITCHING TO 
RENEWABLE ENERGY

63%
Europe: By 2021, 63% of our Beverage 
Packaging electricity demand will be 
covered by new wind energy projects  
in Spain and Sweden.

US: In 2019, we signed agreements so 
that from 2021, 100% of operations in 
North America will be addressed by 
new renewable projects.

100%

Water is essential to all areas 
of our value chain and, at all 
our plants around the world, 
we’re working to minimize 
water use through innovative 
water-conserving and 
treatment projects.

MONITORING WATER  
FROM SPACE
Ball Aerospace partnered 
with NASA and USGS to 
develop land imaging 
technologies to provide 
critical information about 
global water resources.

12%
reduction of water  
in can manufacturing
Between 2015 and 2019  
we reduced the water 
intensity of our beverage  
can manufacturing by 12%.

WATER STEWARDSHIP



COMMITTED TO DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Diversity is vital for our long-term  
success. Driven by our leadership,  
we have invested for the future:

• Achieved 50% diversity 
(female and/or people  
of color) on Ball’s board  
of directors

• Enabled 1,600+ employees  
to participate in Ball 
Resource Groups to  
promote diverse interests, 
career opportunities and 
community engagement

• Rolled out Unconscious  
Bias training globally and 
a female talent initiative, 
resulting in the promotion  
of 20% of participants 

ACTION FOR COMMUNITIES
When crises occur, Ball is able 
to activate relevant resources 
and our network of partners to 
support vulnerable communities.
We are partners with Molson 
Coors to donate water to the Red 
Cross for communities affected 
by disasters. We’re on track to 
have distributed 2 million cans of 
water by 2021.

1.2 million
cans of water donated
(end of year 2019)

• Developed strategic 
partnerships with external 
professional groups such as 
Society for Women Engineers 
and National Society for 
Black Engineers

• Recognized by external 
organizations, including 
2019 and 2020 Forbes Best 
Employer for Diversity awards 
and the 2020 Martin Luther 
King Jr Business Award for 
work with local communities



FINANCIAL DATA
Continued investment in sustainability has 
coincided with strong business growth and 
value creation for our shareholders.

FINANCIAL DATA 2019 CHANGE VS 2015

Net sales $ in millions 11,474 43%

Comparable operating earnings1 $ in millions 1,331 66%

Free cash flow1 2 3 $ in millions 950 87%

EVA dollars1 4 $ in millions 217 20%

Diluted earnings per share (comparable basis)1 5 $ 2.53 45%

Cash dividends per share5 $ 0.55 112%

Total corporate giving6 $ in millions 7.5 –

FINANCIAL

1 Non-U.S. GAAP measures should not 
be considered in isolation and should 
not be considered superior to, or a 
substitute for, financial measures 
calculated in accordance with U.S. 
GAAP. Further discussion of non-GAAP 
financial measures is available in Item 
7 of the Annual Report on Form 10-K.

2 Free cash flow is not a defined term 
under U.S. GAAP, and it should not be 
inferred that the entire free cash flow 
amount is available for discretionary 
expenditures. The company defines free 
cash flow as cash flow from operating 
activities less capital expenditures.

3 Amounts in 2017, 2016 and 2015 have 
been retrospectively adjusted to reflect 
the adoption of new accounting guidance 
for the preparation of the statement of 
cash flows that was effective January 
1, 2018. Cash provided by operating 
activities was increased by $30 million 
in 2015 as a result of adopting the new 
accounting guidance.

4 Net operating earnings after tax less 
a capital charge of 9% after-tax on 
average invested capital employed.

5 Amounts in 2016 and 2015 have been 
retrospectively adjusted for the two-
for-one stock split that was effective on 
May 16, 2017.

6 2015, 2016 and 2017 are for North 
American giving only. 2018 and 2019 
compile global giving, which was not 
previously tracked.



ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

CHANGE VS 2015

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 2019 ABSOLUTE NORMALIZED7

Energy consumption MWh in thousands 4,403 8% -5%

Direct energy8 MWh in thousands 2,134 8% -4%

Indirect energy9 MWh in thousands 2,269 7% -6%

Renewable Energy10 MWh in thousands 11 – –

Scope 1 GHG Emissions11 metric tons CO2e 434,670 8% -3%

Scope 2 GHG Emissions12 metric tons CO2e 808,272 -7% -20%

Scope 3 GHG Emissions13 metric tons CO2e 8,636,045 – –

Water consumption m³ 9,450,203 0% 12%

Waste generation14 metric tons in thousands 72 19% 4%

Recycled/reused metric tons in thousands 44 30% 14%

Landfill metric tons in thousands 7 -41% -49%

Other waste treatment metric tons in thousands 21 38% 22%

VOC emissions metric tons 10,012 12% -1%

ENVIRONMENTAL

7 Product group-specific normalization 
factors are used to calculate a 
consolidated intensity index for Ball. 
The index accounts for overall changes 
in production over a period, and for 
changes in production mix between 
business segments. It is set at 100  
for the reference year 2015. 

8 Natural gas, propane, diesel, jet fuel.

9 Electricity, hot water, steam.

10 Renewable energy falls within  
indirect energy.

11 Direct GHG emissions from sources 
owned or controlled by Ball, primarily 
from fossil fuels, such as natural gas 
and diesel, burned on site.

12 Indirect GHG emissions from the 
generation of electricity, heating, 
cooling and steam generated off site 
and purchased by Ball. The Scope 2 
emissions reported here are market-
based, our Scope 2 location-based 
emissions can be found online.

13 Indirect GHG emissions from sources 
not owned or directly controlled by 
Ball, but related to our activities (e.g. 
purchased goods and services, business 
travel). Details regarding Ball’s Scope 3 
reporting criteria can  
be found online.

14 Metal manufacturing scrap not 
included, all of which is sent back  
to our suppliers and remelted.



SOCIAL DATA

SOCIAL DATA 2019 CHANGE VS 2015

Employees (year-end)15 16 17 # 18,300 21%

Female % of total workforce 17% 0%

>50 % of total workforce 25% -24%

Employee turnover18 % of total workforce 12% 7%

Total recordable incident rate per 200k hrs worked 0.90 -27%

Severity rate lost work days per 200k hrs worked 9.68 30%

Work-related fatalities # 0 0%

SOCIAL

15 Numbers have been rounded. The 
increase in 2016 was as result of  
our acquisition of Rexam PLC.

16 We strive to create an environment 
that unlocks the qualities, values 
and potential of each employee and 
leverages diverse perspectives, 
experiences, competencies, cultures 
and aspirations. With our global 
diversity and inclusion efforts further 
maturing, we expect to report other D&I 
metrics than gender and age in  
the future.

17 The 2019 gap between male and  
female employees accounts for the 
percentage who chose not to identify  
as male or female.

18 Included are voluntary departures and 
those due to dismissal, retirement 
and passing. 2018 and 2019 turnover 
do not include the divestiture of 
Ball’s Metalpack business and China 
beverage packaging operations.



To read the full sustainability report,  
visit ball.com/sustainability
For commercial enquiries,  
log-in to source.ball.com

https://www.ball.com/sustainability
https://source.ball.com/login

